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ACCESS ANALYZER

Automate SoD access and risk analysis 
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       In-depth Reporting

Rapid, in-depth risk analysis and 

reporting unrivaled in the industry. 

A smooth, intuitive interface and 

dashboard reveal risk by level as 

well by user, role and business 

process with remediation advice  

at your finger tips.

Access Analyzer expedites the process of identifying and remediating Segregation of Duty (SoD) and sensitive 

access risks in SAP. The first solution to be completely cloud and totally automated, Access Analyzer simplifies the 

challenge of reducing internal control violations and achieving compliance, while eliminating risks that can result 

in insider fraud, data breaches and audit fails. It’s built to run your business securely and protect your assets cost-

effectively. Downloadable and installed in minutes, rapid, accurate analysis and reporting can happen on day one. 
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       Built to Last

Wherever you go with SAP, Access 

Analyzer is built to go with you —  

and scale right along with your 

business. Eliminate the upgrade 

trap. No costly implementation,  

no maintenance and no upgrades 

needed ever again.

       Extended Controls

Keep you company secure on the 

inside across all of your SAP and 

other cloud applications. Multi-

application access analysis gives 

you an enterprise wide-view of 

threats without the use of 

disparate systems.



A Solution Designed for Audit, IT and Executives

Access Analyzer makes IT and auditors happy with a range of SoD and Sensitive Access risk reports that satisfy 

executives’ and auditors’ needs to see the bigger picture, while giving IT and security teams the depth of 

intelligence needed to solve security and access issues quickly. The result is alignment and joint ownership  

of access risks across the business.

        Online Dashboard Reporting 

A high-level drill-down dashboard allows companies 

to visualize the current state of access risks ranked 

by level (high, medium and low), as well as by 

user, role and business process. Drill down further 

to understand the source of risks and possible 

remediation actions.

        Conflict Risk Overview

Provides a company-wide SoD risk snapshot for

two conflicting functions. This is broken down by

risk level and overlaid with actual utilization to

provide a total number of conflicts. This unique

layer of business intelligence dissects the conflict

and categorizes the risk, based on whether both,

only one, or none of the functions have been used.

See the Risks. Stop the Threats.
Two of the greatest risks for internal fraud, data breaches and employee mishaps are inappropriate access to  

systems and lax Segregation of Duties (SoD). These same factors, if not caught, are also a primary cause for audit 

and compliance failures. Access Analyzer lowers the risk factor and can keep your entire team – IT, audit, compliance, 

security business owners and board members – continuously informed of threats with the easiest-to-understand 

reporting and view of risks. Access Analyzer keeps your business safe and compliant.

Key Feature



        BPO Conflict Report 

Focused on the business user, this report

translates technical terms to plain English. It lists

all users with access conflicts and the specific

risks related to these conflicts. It provides both

the visibility into areas that need corrective action

and the recommended action for each conflicting

business function.

        User Conflict Matrix

The report provides SoD rules, functions and

transactions mapped to users within the matrix.

Companies can remediate based on whether the

user has access to the function/s and whether

they have actually executed it.

        Role Conflict Matrix

Provides transaction usage at role level and keeps

roles from bloating. It highlights all of the single

and composite roles that inherently cause conflict

risks within the SAP security environment.

The report also identifies which users with access

to the roles analyzed are actually executing the

related transaction codes.

        Security Roles Report

The Security Roles Report lets you predict the

impact a change would have on any given role,

by knowing the transaction codes used by each

user. This is done in the context of the entire role,

all transaction codes and all users. It’s useful for

job-based role design environments that have

bloated job responsibilities.

 

        Sensitive Access Analysis

With the Sensitive Access Report, business users

and executives can actively monitor the base of

SAP users with access to sensitive functionality

for audit and operational purposes.

        Mitigating Controls

This feature allows the risk owners to setup

mitigating controls for risks by user, role or

transaction. This allows for a more accurate view of

the organization’s risks for reporting & compliance.

        What-If Simulation

Generate an analysis that details which users

and roles are at risk for potential conflicts.

Our cloud-based software as a service allows for unprecedented agility, enabling most clients to be up and 

running Access Analyzer reports in less than an hour. Because our application is cloud-based, there are never 

any upgrades, you’re always using the latest version. Access Analyzer is SOC II-certified and never extracts PII or 

sensitive data in the course of running its analyses. Powered by Microsoft Azure, our cloud architecture employs 

the strongest industry-standard security measures available, including SSL encryption.

Fast, Powerful, Secure



Seven of the top 10 audit firms and leading organizations around the world
choose ERP Maestro for secure access controls and compliance

“ It makes the difference between having   

 a work-life balance and spending your  

 life staring at spreadsheets for hours  

 and hours.”

“
“ ERP Maestro really helps me do my job.   

 I love it. I would highly recommend it to   

 others looking for a really good GRC  

 solution with advanced analysis capabilities  

 at an affordable cost.”

“

Carol Chapman
Sr. Director, SAP Quality Unit

American National Insurance Company

Sameera Hussain
SAP Security Architecture Manager
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